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time. He is famous for his language mastery as well as his research on the Acholi society. 19/01/19 · Okot p'Bitek is an Acholi poet, novelist, ethnographer, and ethnohistorian. He was one of the earliest and most prominent African writers to engage in a modernist literary style. The popularity of his novels in English during the post-colonial era is a remarkable feat considering
that he never finished a novel in any language. He is widely recognized as one of the most influential writers of his time. He is famous for his language mastery as well as his research on the Acholi society. Song Of Lawino Okot Pbitek; Song Of Lawino Okot Pbitek; Song Of. Okot p'Bitek is an Acholi poet, novelist, ethnographer, and ethnohistorian. He was one of the earliest
and most prominent African writers to engage in a modernist literary style. The popularity of his novels in English during the post-colonial era is a remarkable feat considering that he never finished a novel in any language. He is widely recognized as one of the most influential writers of his time. He is famous for his language mastery as well as his research on the Acholi
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